
Perspective in Art 
Studio Art with Mrs. Mendola 



What is perspective & where did it come from? 
● Perspective is the technique used to 

create an illusion of space and depth 

on a flat surface

● Fillipo Brunelleschi, an architect 

from the early 1400’s, invented 

one-point perspective 

○ Revolutionized painting and 

allowed for more natural / 

realistic styles to develop during 

the late Renaissance 



One-Point Perspective 
● One-Point Perspective is a 

drawing method used to show 

how something appears smaller 

as it gets further away, receding 

towards a single vanishing point 

on the horizon



St. Joseph Healing a Cripple Masolino Renaissance Period







Does this painting, 
The Chamber by 

Vincent Van Gogh 
show 1 point 
perspective? 



Does this painting, 
The Chamber by 

Vincent Van Gogh 
show 1 point 
perspective? 



Two-Point Perspective
● Two-Point 

Perspective, also 

known as Linear 

Perspective, has 

two vanishing 

points on the 

horizon line in 

which lines run 

parallel along the 

width and depth of 

an object 



Gustave Callebotte

Paris Street in Rainy 
Weather

1877 







Does this drawing of a maze show two-point perspective? 



YES! This shows 
two-point 

perspective 
All lines lead 

the viewer’s eye to 
one of the two 

vanishing points on 
the horizon 



Your Mission:
● To design a two-point perspective wall or cube following in class 

demonstrations and the tutorial provided to you on our site

○ www.designmendola.com 

○ You must use appropriate straight-edge tools 

■ Rulers

■ T-Squares

■ Triangles 

http://www.designmendola.com




Your Mission Continued:
● Once you have successfully completed your wall or cube, you are going to 

trace your design on overlay paper

○ You must use appropriate straight-edge tools again

■ Rulers

■ T-Squares

■ Triangles 

● You are going to transform the wall or cube to appear as if it is melting, 

crumbling, growing roots, or morphing into another object entirely 

○ The transformation MUST show progression 







See the next PDF for a step-by-step tutorial 
To learn how to make the 2 perspective 

Wall or Cube 


